TRANSFORMS OUTDOOR LIVING

Built to last… Eze-Breeze enclosure
products are constructed with durable
aluminum frames that hold screen and vinyl
glazed panels in place. Lightweight…

VERTICAL FOUR-TRACK

HORIZONTAL SIDE SLIDER

Vertical Four-Track panels offer 75% ventila-

Horizontal Side Slider panels offer 50% venti-

Finish your porch enclosure project with this

tion. Just raise or lower three of the light-

lation. With just one finger, full length panels

heavy duty aluminum door complemented

weight panels over the fourth to create that

slide left or right on corrosion resistant, neo-

with our Eze-Breeze panels. There is no ex-

outdoor feel.

prene rollers.

posed weather-strip or unsightly notches so
when you open your door to invited guests,

The vinyl-glazed panels can be raised or
lowered effortlessly. Protection

CABANA DOOR

they only see the door and your new space.

from the

elements… open the panels to enjoy the
fresh air or close them to provide protection
from the wind, rain, and dust while still enjoying the outdoors. Affordable… the rugged
vinyl glazing has the transparency of glass
without the cost or weight. Strong, shatter-

proof and flexible... If accidentally pushed
or distorted, it will return to its original shape
within minutes. It’s a product with a memory.

Beautifies… The clean lines and pleasing
proportions complement any architecture or

Or remove and store the panels, leaving
the screens in place, for 100% airflow. Our
vertical design also includes tilt-in vents that

Like Vertical Four-Tracks, panels can be eas-

make operating and cleaning… well… a

ily removed and stored, leaving screens in

breeze.

place, for 100% airflow.

For openings too small for operable units we

For small openings we also offer a Heavy

offer a unique Removable Vent Fixed Lite

Duty Lip Frame. Designed to match the

that matches our Vertical Four-Track panels.

look of the horizontal sliding panel it is also

The factory installed lift tabs make it easy to

an ideal companion to the vertical units. A

remove and store the panel for even more

trapezoid shape is also available to help fill

ventilation. Our Standard and Heavy Duty

the ends of gabled roofs.

Lip Frame is also an ideal alternative.

FRAME COLORS

VINYL COLORS
Clear

White

has never been more affordable. Perfect

Smoke Gray

Bronze

for existing porches… Custom made to fit
any space. Or new construction... It’s easy

Bronze

Pebble Khaki

to have fun designing an outdoor space

Dark Gray

Beige

style of home. Improving your curb appeal

that’s just right.

